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"Thebalanceofnature"
doesnotexist,and perhapsneverhas existed.The numbers
ofwildanimalsareconstantly
varyingto a greateror less extent,and thevariationsare usuallyirregular
in periodand always irregular
in
amplitude.Each variationin thenumbers
ofonespeciescausesdirectand indirect
on thenumbers
repercussions
oftheothers,
and sincemanyofthelatterarethemselves
independently
varying
in numbers,
theresultant
confusion
is remarkable.
- CharlesElton (1930)

INTRODUCTION

T

HE IDEA ofthebalance of naturehas

been a long-standingelementofWestern
tradition(DeAngelis and Waterhouse, 1987;
O'Neill et al., 1986). In the Orient, slightly
differentideas of unity, interplay, and harmony are centralto the ancient Chinese philosophy of yin (Earth) and yang (Heaven),
whichhas influencedChinese medicine, agriculture,art, ethics,and natural sciences. This
philosophyechoes the balance of nature concept by assertingthat the universe is in harmonyas a resultofthebalance betweenopposing but interdependent forces. Western
society,on the otherhand, has perceived the
earth in various ways - as having a divine
order,as a fellowcreature,or as giantmachinery(Egerton, 1973; Botkin, 1990). Such ideas
have shaped our perceptionofnature. In particular, the balance of nature has been an
implicitassumption in ecology forcenturies,
and thus has influencedboth itstheoryand its
practice (Egerton, 1973; Botkin, 1980, 1990;
Pickettet al., 1992; Wu, 1992). We have come
to use the ideas of stabilityand equilibrium
to conveythisassumption. Populations, communities, ecosystems, and even the entire
earth have been viewed as potentially selfregulating systems that are kept in a stable
equilibrium by predictable forcesifleftalone
(e.g., Nicholson, 1933; Milne and Milne,
1960; Lovelock, 1987).
Many ecologists have challenged the idea
of the balance of nature and the related concepts of equilibrium and stability since the
earlyperiod ofthiscentury(e.g., Elton, 1930;
Ehrlich and Birch, 1967; Botkin and Sobel,
1975; Caswell, 1978; Chesson and Case,
1986; Pickettet al., 1992; Wu, 1992). Botkin
(1990) even asserted that understanding of
thenaturalworld and our abilityto solve environmental problems may be limited significantlyby such age-old mythsand metaphors.
But if stabilityand equilibrium concepts do

not hold, is thereany basis forthewidelyheld
beliefsin balance and harmony, and is there
an alternativeparadigm?
A betterunderstandingof the relationship
between equilibrium and nonequilibrium
components in ecological systems requires
considerationofthe heterogeneityand multiplicity in spatial and temporal dimensions.
Both natural and anthropogenic factors or
processes generatepatchinessin natureacross
a wide range of spatial and temporal scales.
Our abilityto understandand predictthe dynamics of ecological systemsmay have been
hindered not only by the historical roots of
the balance of nature assumption, but also
by otherfactors.Althoughecological patterns
and processes exhibitscale-varyingheterogeneity,traditionalecological approaches failto
considertheoutcomes ofsuch scale dependencies and patchiness. In addition, traditional
methodologiestend to be polarized eithertowards reductionism or holism, neither of
whichcapturesthemultiplyscaled, hierarchical processesofecological systems.Functional
approaches in ecology typically emphasize
processes, paying limited attentionto the effectsof spatial pattern, while structuralapproaches are concernedlargelywithspatial or
temporalchange or pattern.A new conceptual
frameworkis needed thatcould freeecological
theoryfromthebalance ofnature assumption
and theextremesofholism and reductionism.
The hierarchical patch dynamics paradigm
has been emerging from the integration of
several recent developments in ecology, and
fillsthis need.
We use the term "paradigm" to indicate a
constellationof concepts, ideas, approaches,
and principlesshared and used by a scientific
communityto define research problems and
solutions (Kuhn, 1970; Capra, 1986). At its
emergingstage, a new paradigm may appear
nebulous as to itsstructuralelementsand predictivecapacity. As Capra (1986) pointedout,
"During a paradigm shift,the new paradigm
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firstemerges in outline," and "will establish
itselfwhen a synthesisis produced thatis sufficientlyattractiveto a large number of people
in the community."Also, a paradigm is only
a partialview ofthe world (O'Neill, 1995), so
both merits and limitations should be expected. We argue that hierarchicalpatch dynamics representsa new approach to theideas
ofequilibrium,stabilityand systemregulation
in particular,and structure,functionand dynamics of ecological systemsin general. The
main objective of this paper is to explore the
changing perspectives and approaches that
have led to a paradigm shift,and to focus on
theexplanatorypower ofthenew perspective.
We firstreview the early significanceof the
idea of balance in nature, and discuss the
classical equilibrium paradigm and its problems. We then consider several nonequilibrium and multiple equilibrium perspectives.
Based on these reviews, we explore the main
elements of the hierarchical patch dynamics
paradigm and its implications.
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the 20th century, Clements (1916) argued
stronglyfor the supraorganismic concept of
the plantcommunity.His viewpointhas been
cited repeatedly as a direct outcome of the
balance of nature tradition(e.g., Simberloff,
1980; Botkin, 1990).
In spiteofcriticismsofthebalance ofnature
assumption in population and community
regulation(e.g., Gleason, 1926; Elton, 1930),
the idea remains prominentin modern ecology. The modernderivatives,such as equilibrium, steady-state,stability,and homeostasis,
are central concepts of the classical equilibrium paradigm (McIntosh, 1980, 1985;
DeAngelis and Waterhouse, 1987; Botkin,
1990), which dominated ecological thought
during the 1960s and 1970s. The persistence
of these concepts also can be attributedto
theoriesand methodsborrowedfrom19thand
20thcenturyphysicsand engineering(Botkin,
1990). Importantly,however, these equilibriumtheoriesand models can be definedindependentlyof the balance of nature idea and
thus, in principle,can be tested.
BALANCE OF NATURE AND THE
During the past 20 to 30 years, the ideas
CLASSICAL ECOLOGICAL PARADIGM
of equilibrium and stabilityusually, but not
The idea of the balance of nature emerged necessarily,have been considered in relation
implicitlyin western antiquity; it is evident to each other. An equilibrium point or state
in early Greek cosmologies, and has evolved usuallyhas referredto a particularsystemstate
in multiple forms since then (see Egerton, at which all the factorsor processesleading to
1973 fora comprehensivereview). It has been change are being resistedor balanced. Stabila background assumption in ecology forcen- ityhas been definedand used in severalways,
turies (Egerton, 1973; McIntosh, 1985; Bot- but most frequentlyincludes elements of (1)
kin, 1990; Pimm, 1991). Carl Linnaeus gave resistance, the capacity of a systemto resist
thisidea its firstname, "oeconomia naturae," an external perturbation,usually measured
in 1749 (Egerton, 1973). The centralidea was by the degree to which a variable is changed
fromitsequilibrium value followinga perturtransformedlater from "a natural order,
given by divine providence, to an order gen- bation (Innis, 1975; Goodman, 1975; Pimm,
erated and maintained by nature through 1984); (2) resilience, the rapiditywithwhich
evolution (Egerton, 1973; McIntosh, 1980, a system returnsto a previous equilibrium
1985). The supraorganismic implication of after a perturbation (Innis, 1975; Pimm,
thebalance ofnaturealso may have suggested 1984; but see Holling, 1973); (3) persistence,
to some that nature itselfwas a supraorga- theabilityofa systemto remainwithindefined
nism, with all living thingsbeing its organs. limits despite perturbations(Botkin and SoMany pioneers in the 19thcentury,including bel, 1975; Pimm, 1984); and (4) variability
Charles Darwin, George P. Marsh, and Ste- or constancy,the degree of change or invariphen A. Forbes, all evidenced a belief that ance in systempropertiesover a given period
nature could be understood in terms of the of time (Pimm, 1984, 1991). Clearly, use of
balance of destructiveand conservativeforces, resistanceand resilienceas elementsof stabiland that nature would maintain a perma- itypresupposesan equilibriumthatthesystem
nence of structureand functionif leftundis- may departfromor returnto. Persistenceand
turbed (Botkin, 1980; McIntosh, 1985). In variability,however,do notnecessarilyimply
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an equilibrium, and theiruse is not confined
to equilibrium theoriesor models.
Support forthe idea of equilibrium in ecological systemsoftenseems to have suggested
regulativemechanisms,or
density-dependent
other forms of internal negative feedback
loops. Nicholson (1933) thoughtthatdensitydependentmechanismsare pervasive,and hold
most populations around an equilibrium.
Density-dependent versus density-independent population regulation has been a topic
of debate formuch of the mid-20thcentury,
and the debate has continued until recently
in the contextof equilibrium versus nonequilibriumviews (Hairston et al., 1960; Ehrlich
and Birch, 1967; Caswell, 1978; Berryman,
1987; Reeve, 1988; Godfray and Hassell,
1992). Andrewartha and Birch (1954) challenged the population equilibrium theory,
asserting that density-independent effects,
whichresultedin markedfluctuationsformost
populations, were generally the rule. Later,
Ehrlich and Birch (1967) promoted the idea
thatpopulations as well as theirenvironments
change constantly, and that the balance of
natureidea could be misleading. Levin (1989)
assertedthatwhen a systemis farfromequilibrium, density-dependentfactorsplay a more
prominentrole in its behavior because of the
strongnonlinearityin such a system.Density
dependence can serve as the primarymechanism keeping populations within certain
bounds, whereas density independence appears to determine system behavior within
these bounds; this view is similar to the idea
of"density-vague"or liberal population regulation put forwardby Strong (1986).
The equilibrium-centeredview is also evident in theories for stabilityin community
ecology (Williams, 1964; Slobodkin et al.,
1967), in biogeography(MacArthur and Wilson, 1967; also see Wu and Vankat, 1995),
and in theearlyelaboration ofecosystemecology (Margalef, 1968; Odum, 1969). For example, Patten and Odum (1981) argued that
the interplayof biogeochemicalcyclesand energyflowgeneratesself-organizingfeedbacks
that give rise to ecosystemorder and stability
(but see Engelberg and Boyarsky, 1979).
Regulation ofthetransferofenergyand materials representsthe principal control mechanism, and ecosystems have evolved certain
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propertiesof self-regulation(Loucks, 1986).
Similarly,the Gaia hypothesisassertsthatthe
global systemis cybernetic,and that"thebiota
and its environmentconstitutea single homeostatic systemthat opposes changes unfavorable forlife"(Lovelock, 1987). This Gaian
view resembles the supraorganismicconceptualization of the balance of nature, and has
become a central concept in what is called
"deep ecology" or "eco-philosophy" (Skolimowski, 1988). In addition, the balance of
nature idea and the classical equilibrium paradigm have had profound influenceson applied ecology, especially on nature conservation, as theyhave led to the supposition that
"nature knows best."
Direct evidence thatecological systemsare
inherentlysystemsin equilibrium, however,
is stilllacking. Indeed, individual organisms
may be the onlysystemswithinwhichhomeostaticmechanismshave been demonstratedto
operate. Hall (1988) examined severalmodels
of the logistic and Lotka-Volterra types
against empirical data that were claimed to
support equilibrium predictions. He found,
however, that none of the data were actually
in agreement with the predictions fromthe
models. Similar resultswere foundby Gilbert
(1980) as to the species equilibria projected
fromthetheoryofisland biogeography,which
has had a pervasive influenceon ecology and
conservation biology (see Wu and Vankat,
1991, 1995 forreviews). Rigorous examination ofthe "controlmechanisms"and "regulation" of material transfersat the ecosystem
or higher organizational levels still may be
needed if there is yet to be direct validation
of the balance-of-natureassumption.
Holling (1973) pointed out thattheequilibrium-centeredview is virtually static, and
cannot account for the commonly observed
transientbehavior of ecological systems(also
see Botkin and Sobel, 1975; Pickett et al.,
1992). The classical equilibriumparadigmhas
usually implied that historicaleffects,spatial
heterogeneity,stochastic factors, and occasional environmental perturbations play a
small or negligible role in governingthe dynamics of ecological systems,and these systems thereforeare reasonably predictable.
Numerous studies have demonstrated that
history,heterogeneity,stochasticity,and dis-
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TABLE 1
A comparison
ofdifferent
perspectives
in ecological
complexity
andstability,
indicating
criteria
metsatisfactorily
Seetext
bythehierarchical
patchdynamic
paradigm.
fordetailed
discussions.
Perspective

"Balance of
Nature"

Equilibrium/
staticstability

Nonequilibrium/
instability

Multiple
equilibria/
homeorhesis

Hierarchical
patch
dynamics

Information
source

Belief,and
qualitative
data

Theoreticaland
Empiricaland
Mathematical
mathematical
mathematical
and empirical

Theoreticaland
empirical

Scope and
generality

Broad scope,
and general

Broad scope,
but specific

Broad scope,
but specific

Case-by-case
scope

Broad scope;
probably
general

Extentof
testingand
outcome

Untestable

Testableonly
recently,
failing

Testable

Relatively
untestable

New; testingis
preliminary

Application
potential

Questionable,
Generally
dissatisfactory untenable

but
Unsatisfactory, Satisfactory,
limitedby
limitedby
scale
scope

as a
Satisfactory
conceptual
framework;
highpotential

practicallymore appropriatethan staticstability. On the other hand, Botkin and Sobel
(1975) suggested that the concepts of static
stability,resistance, and resilience all should
be abandoned. They recommendedthatthese
terms be replaced with the concept of "0persistence"and a related one, "recurrence."
The 0-persistence is characterized by
bounds, as opposed to the staticstabilityused
to characterizea singleequilibrium. For deterministic properties, an ecological system is
?-persistent about a state xo if I xO - xt I <
0 for all t > 0 (i.e., xo - 0 < xt < xo +
0), which means that the system fluctuates
between some bounds with x0 not being a
staticequilibrium point; for stochasticproperties, the 0-persistence is analogous to an
absorbing set in Markov chain theory(Botkin
and Sobel, 1975). In essence, this concept of
persistenceis similarto "resilience"as used by
AND MULTIPLE
NONEQUILIBRIUM
Holling (1973). Based on a review of existing
EQUILIBRIUM PERSPECTIVES
ecological models, DeAngelis et al. (1985)
Several nonequilibrium perspectiveshave identified three models of stability: stable
been developed in the search for alternative equilibrium, loose equilibrium (e.g., Botkin
explanations of ecological phenomena that and Sobel, 1975), and nonequilibrium modthe equilibrium paradigm clearly fails to ac- els (e.g., Botkin et al., 1972; Caswell, 1978;
count for. Holling (1973) defined"resilience" Huston, 1979). The definitionofloose equilibas a measure of persistence and the ability rium resembles that of 0-persistence. The
to absorb change and disturbance within a nonequilibrium models emphasize the opensystem.He concluded thattheconceptofresil- ness, transientdynamics, and stochasticproience, as he defined it, was theoreticallyand cesses of ecological systems.

turbance all can be very important to the
structureand dynamics of ecological systems
(e.g., Loucks, 1970, 1985; Holling, 1973;
Levin and Paine, 1974; Steele, 1978; Chesson
and Case, 1986), and alternativetheoriesand
models have been developed to take account
of these effects.
In summary,the past several decades have
seen something of a paradigm transition,
fromthe balance of nature, to equilibrium/
stability,to nonequilibrium,to multipleequilibria and homeorhesis(Table 1). Hierarchical patch dynamics could be a logical next
step. Althoughthe transientsin development
of the various perspectivesin Table 1 cannot
(and should not) be separated completely,distinctiveattributesfor each can be identified
to help understand the transition.
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In contrast to the idea of homeostasis or
stable stability,the concept of "homeorhesis"
(rhesis is Greek for "preserving the flow")
(Waddington, 1957; O'Neill et al., 1986; Naveh, 1987) or "a dynamic homeorhetic flow
equilibrium" (Naveh, 1987) has been suggested. According to this principle, after a
perturbation,a systemreturnsto its preperturbationtrajectory,or rateofchange, instead
of returningto some constant equilibrium.
Homeorhesis seems to offera more flexible
frameworkforopen systems,one into which
nonhomeostasis theories may be incorporated. Because thereis empiricalevidence that
some ecological systems exhibit neither homeostasis nor homeorhesis (O'Neill et al.,
1986), thisdynamichomeorheticflowequilibrium view should also be considered an alternative, ratherthan an exclusive, perspective.
Chesson and Case (1986) defined a nonequilibrium communityas one in which"fluctuationsor changes in population densitieson
some spatial scale are an essentialpart." They
identifiedfourtypesof nonequilibrium community theories. The firsttype differsfrom
the classical equilibrium theoryprimarilyby
the absence of a constant equilibrium; the
second type, however, emphasizes fluctuations in densityor environmentalvariables as
dominantprocesses.These twotypesoftheories
are distinguishedmainlyby theirassumptions
of continuity and discontinuityof densitydependent mechanisms, respectively, and
thereforeare only enlargementsor generalizations of the classical competition theory
and its equilibrium extension. Chesson and
Case's thirdtype of nonequilibrium community theoryemphasizes that the mean of climatic environmentalfluctuationsdoes not remain constantover ecological time, and that
historical factorsplay an important role in
ecological systems.Their fourthtype focuses
on the importance of slow, competitive displacement, as well as chance and history,in
shaping communitystructure.The thirdand
fourthtypes of communitytheories are free
oftheequilibriumassumption, and differfundamentally from the equilibrium-centered
stable-communitytheory.
Nonequilibrium thermodynamicsforirreversible processes (Prigogine and Nicolis,
1971; Prigogine, 1978) also has been intro-
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duced into ecology as a theoreticalbasis for
explaining stabilityand instability(O'Neill et
al., 1986; Naveh, 1987; Wu, 1991). In this
view, ecosystemsare seen as dissipative systems, in which a far-from-equilibrium,orderlystructureemerges when the interaction
between the system and its environment
reaches some threshold. When ecosystems
constantlyabsorb energy and material from
theirenvironment,entropy(a measure ofuncertaintyor disorder) decreases and negentropy(a measure ofpredictabilityor organization) increases, resulting in a build-up of
structuralcomplexity.Thus, the apparent order in the structureand functioningofecosystems at various scales may arise fromtherealization of entropyminimization, and can be
maintained by a continuous influxof negentropyfromthe external environment.When
a healthy ecosystem is stressed, community
respiration may be seen as increasing to
"pump out the disorder"throughthe high entropyproduction(Odum, 1985), returningto
a steadystatewhen a new dissipativestructure
is formed.
Accordingto thetheoryofdissipativestructure, nonlinear interactions of components
and stochasticitiescan make ecological systems sensitive to small local perturbations,
producing consequent fluctuationsin behavior. A small random fluctuation can selfamplify,withan increase in entropyproduction until a new stable state is reached. In
otherwords, fluctuationsthat imply instabilityare now triggersor leversfortheformation
of a new dissipativestructure,a phenomenon
of order out of disorder. This kind of selforganizingprocess could resultin a hierarchical structureofopen systemsand the so-called
"stratifiedstability"(O'Neill et al., 1986; Wu,
1991), a conceptthat is, to some extent,similar totheidea ofmultipleequilibria or multiple
domains of attraction (e.g., Holling, 1973;
Levin, 1979).
A multiple-equilibriumperspectivein ecology became evidentduringthe 1970s, in large
part because of the application of nonlinear
mathematics.Nonlinear systemsofequations
can rendermultipleperiodic orbitsand equilibria, each having a basin of attraction
(Levin, 1979; Sharma and Dettmann, 1989).
Based on diffusion-reactionsystems, Levin
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(1974, 1976, 1979) elaborated a theoretical
basis forexplaining the existence of multiple
equilibria in spatiallystructuredsystems.He
argued that spatial patchiness may support
alternative locally stable communities, and
therefore"overall systempatternis a mosaic
ofequilibrium patches, each slightlymodified
by some input fromnearby patches" (Levin,
1976). As an alternative to the equilibrium
view, themultipleequilibriumperspectivehas
provided satisfactoryexplanations fora varietyofpatternsobserved in ecological systems,
especially with regard to species coexistence
and diversity. For example, Holling (1973)
discussed a number of empirical examples
fromaquatic to terrestrialsystemsthatseemed
to corroboratethe hypothesisof multipledomains of attraction.He asserted thatrandom
climatic variations and disturbances, such as
fireand pest outbreaks, may drive ecological
systemsto shiftfromone equilibrium region
to another. More recent experimental and
theoreticalstudies appear to supportthe idea
ofmultipleequilibria (e. g., Sutherland, 1974;
May, 1977; Levin, 1979; Sharma and Dettmann, 1989; Holling, 1992).
Nonlinear systemscan exhibitan important
thresholdphenomenon called bifurcation,in
which abrupt, discontinuous changes in system behavior occur as a result of certain parameterscrossingan apparentboundaryofthe
domains of attraction(Levin, 1979; Sharma
and Dettmann, 1989). The dynamics ofthese
systems seem to be determined primarily
around thresholdboundaries of great importance. More than20 yearsago, Holling (1973)
indicatedthattheemphasis ofresearchshould
be on the boundaries of the domains of attraction, rather than on equilibrium states.
Since then,a numberofstudiesbased on chaos
theoryand catastrophe theoryhave focused
on thresholdphenomena. These have resulted
in new perspectivesin thedynamicsofecological systems (e.g., May, 1975, 1977, 1986;
Schafferand Kot, 1985; Loehle, 1989; Sugihara and May, 1990). The emergenceofchaos
theory has made scientistsacutely aware of
the complex dynamics and unpredictability
ofnonlinear systems.Various kindsofnonlinearities in pattern and process relationships
can make some ecological systems sensitive
to small changes in theirconditions and thus
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inherentlyless predictable, a view that is ostensiblyconsistentwith the theoryof dissipative structure.In addition, chaos theorysuggests that determinismdoes not necessarily
increase systemstability;rather,it is a condition for the emergence of chaotic behavior.
Clearly, theseviews are in sharpcontrastwith
the predictions of the classical equilibrium
paradigm. The implications of chaos theory
forecology seem to be enormous, but are yet
to be fullyexplored (Schafferand Kot, 1985;
Sugihara and May, 1990).
From the above arguments, it followsthat
much of the disagreementsurroundingequilibrium versus nonequilibrium, and stability
versus instability,can be attributedto several
factors:the ambiguityin various definitions,
thedifferent
views on effectsofspatial pattern,
the lack of specificationof scale, and differences in theoreticalfoundations.For example,
limit cycles for deterministic systems, domains of attraction in chaotic systems, and
constantprobabilitydistributionsin stochasticmodels all may be considered as representing some sort of equilibrium or steady state.
Ecological systemsexist that fluctuatewidely
(low resistance or low consistency), but still
continue to exist (high persistence; see Holling, 1973; Pimm, 1991). Indeed, a balance
between resistanceand persistencemay exist
as an evolutionaryconsequence oftheinteractionbetweenecological systemsand theirfluctuatingenvironments(Holling, 1973). Moreover, it is possible that in multivariable
systems,some variables can fluctuateerratically while others seem to be at steady state
(Chesson and Case, 1986). It also should be
long time
noted thatthe paucityofsufficiently
series data and the lack of robust statistical
methods may contribute to the controversy
over equilibrium versus nonequilibrium
views (see Godfray and Hassell, 1992).
It is importantto recognize thatpatchiness
is ubiquitous in both terrestrialand aquatic
systems,and thatecological processes operate
over a wide range of spatial, temporal and
organizational scales. Considerations of spatial heterogeneitycan fundamentallychange
one's view oftheorganizationand dynamicsof
ecological systems(Levin, 1979, 1991). This
will be developed furtherin the sections that
follow. One ecologist's"observationwindow"
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may be verydifferent
fromothers.As a result,
the same ecological dynamics may be considered transientor in steady state, depending
on thescale ofobservation.To achieve a better
understanding of equilibrium versus nonequilibrium properties,or stabilityand instabilityof ecological systems,a new conceptual
frameworkis needed that facilitatesconsideration ofheterogeneityand scale, as well as the
coupling of structureand function.
HIERARCHICAL

PATCH

AN EMERGING

DYNAMICS

AS

PARADIGM

As discussed earlier,theattemptsto capture
the "balance of nature" in equilibrium theory
and related concepts have failed fora variety
of reasons. Mostly, the failure is due to the
lack of recognitionof spatial patchiness and
the effectsofhierarchicallinkage across scales
in space and time. Such deficiencieslead to
difficultiesin hypothesis testing, interpretation, and application. Although various
nonequilibriumand multipleequilibrium approaches have proven to be valuable, a unifying frameworkin whichtheseapproaches can
be integratedis lacking. As a result, neither
the classical equilibrium nor the various nonequilibrium views discussed earlier are comprehensive enough to incorporate the effects
of patchiness, scale, and hierarchicalorganization. Still,itis fromthestudyoftheseeffects
on the structureand dynamics of ecological
systemsthat some of the most exciting and
inspiringideas have emerged recently.
In this section, we explore the conceptual
developmentand major elementsofan emerging paradigm -hierarchical
patch dynamics -that provides a frameworkforexplicitly
incorporating heterogeneityand scale, and
for integratingaspects of equilibrium, nonequilibrium, and multiple equilibrium perspectives.To setthestage,we startwithdefinitions of the concepts of patch and patchiness,
and discuss theircauses and mechanisms. We
then examine the main roots, determinants,
and major elements of the new paradigm,
giving examples froma varietyof empirical
and theoreticalstudies.
PATCHINESS

IN ECOLOGICAL

SYSTEMS

The importance of spatial patchiness over
a wide range of scales in both terrestrialand
aquatic systemshas been increasinglyrecog-
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nized (Levin and Paine, 1974; Whittakerand
Levin, 1977; Steele, 1978; Pickettand White,
1985; Fisher, 1993; Grimm, 1993; Levin et
al., 1993; Wu and Levin, 1994). A patch, in
its broad sense, refersto a spatial unit differingfromits surroundingsin nature or appearance (Wiens, 1976; Kotliar and Wiens,
1990). The physicalmeaning of a patch may
vary greatly,depending on the systemunder
study and the scale at which the system is
viewed. Other definitionsof patch exist, including, forexample, a "bounded, connected
discontinuity in a homogeneous reference
background"(Levin and Paine, 1974); "a region oftheenvironmentwherethe abundance
of something,organismsor resource, is high"
(Roughgarden, 1977); "a relativelydiscrete
spatial pattern"thatmay varyin size, internal
homogeneity, and discreteness (White and
Pickett,1985); "a spatial conceptfocusedon a
small area" as a basic structuraland functional
unit of the landscape (Forman and Godron,
1986); "a spatial unit that is determined by
the organism(s) and problem(s) in question"
(Pringle et al., 1988); and "any division or
heterogeneityin resources"(Antolin and Addicott, 1991). Thus, on differentscales, a
patch may be a continent surrounded by
oceans, a tract of forestsurrounded by agriculturallands and urban areas, a tree gap
within a forest,a fire-burnedarea of bare
ground in a plant community,or a plankton
aggregate in an aquatic system. Patches can
be characterizedby theirsize, shape, content,
duration, structuralcomplexity,and boundary characteristics.Thus, spatial patchiness
may be defined and quantified in terms of
both patch composition(patch typesand their
relativeabundance) and spatial configuration
(patch size, shape, juxtaposition, contrast,
and boundary characteristics).
Patchiness is both scale- and organismdependent. Because different
species have differentabilities forspatial averaging or filtering, heterogeneityin a given environment
effectson immobile
may have ratherdifferent
plants versus mobile animals, visual versus
nonvisual predators, or, in general, species
with distinctive life history characteristics.
The scale of patchiness detected by a bird,
elk, gopher,or beetleundoubtedlydiffers.On
the otherhand, hierarchicalspatial structures
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can be documented by adjusting the scale of
observation (O'Neill et al., 1991; Wu et al.,
1994; O'Neill, 1995). Recognition of the
scale-dependence and hierarchical structure
of patchiness is crucial to understandingthe
dynamics and stabilityof ecological systems.
A varietyofagentsthatroutinelyare considered part of ecological systemscan produce
patchiness(Levin, 1978; Deutschman et al.,
1993). From a population ecological perspective, Wiens (1976) identifiedseveral mechanisms that induce environmentalpatchiness:
localized random disturbances(e. g., fire,erosion, treewindfalls),predation,selectiveherbivory,vegetationpatterns,and various combinations of the above. Based on theoretical
studies, Roughgarden (1977) discussed five
mechanisms: resource distribution,aggregation behavior, competition, reaction-diffusion, and dispersal (also see Levin, 1978,
1992). In the context of landscape ecology,
Forman and Godron (1986) classifiedpatches
into five types, which are in turn produced
byfivemechanisms:spotdisturbancepatches,
produced by local perturbations; remnant
patches, produced by widespread disturbance; environmentalresource patches, produced by heterogeneous distributionof resources; introduced patches from human
disturbance; and ephemeral patches due to
transientfluctuationsin resources.
We propose a conceptual framework of
causes of patchinessbased on the studies discussed above (Fig. 1). Spatial patchiness includes both physical (or abiotic environmental) and biological aspects, which are
interactiveand interwovenacross spatiotemporal and organizational scales. Biological
patchiness occurs at both primary producer
and consumer levels. Vegetation patterns
present the most conspicuous spatial patchiness and providea frameworkforpatchinessat
consumerlevels in terrestrialsystems(Wiens,
1976). Differentcauses and mechanismsoperate on differentspatial, temporal and organizational scales, and createa hierarchicalstructure of patchiness. For example, climatic
variables (primarilytemperatureand precipitation) are largely responsible for the spatial
pattern in vegetation at the continental or
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global scale, whereasdisturbancessuchas fires
generate patchiness evident from the local
stand to landscape scale (Delcourt and Delcourt, 1988; Wickham et al., 1995). Species
interactions (e. g., competition, predation)
also can induce community-levelpatchiness
(Deutschman et al., 1993). Vegetative propagation can lead to patchiness only on very
local scales.
The causes of patchiness may also be consideredas proximatevs. ultimate,induced vs.
autonomous, and natural vs. anthropogenic
across spatial scales (see Deutschman et al.,
1993). Holling (1992) identifiedthreecategories of processes responsible for the spatial
structureof landscapes across scales in time
and space: vegetative processes that determine plant growth,plant form,and soil structure at local scales (centimetersto tens of meters in space and days to decades in time);
contagious disturbanceprocesses such as fire,
insect outbreak, plant disease at mesoscales
(hundredsofmetersto hundredsofkilometers
in space and years to decades in time); and
geomorphological processes that dominate
the formationof a topographicand soil structure at large scales (hundreds to thousands of
kilometersin space and centuriesto millennia
intime). Recognitionofthecauses and mechanisms of patchiness in ecological systems,as
well as their spatiotemporal domains, is
needed to understand their ubiquitousness
and complexity.
THE

PATCH

DYNAMICS

PERSPECTIVE

Watt's (1947) Presidential Address to the
BritishEcological Society, "Patternand process in the plant community,"was considered
to be "one of the most influentialpapers ever
publishedon an ecological subject"(Newman,
1982), and has been generallyaccepted as the
seminal work leading to the current patch
dynamics perspective. The "pattern-process
hypothesis"presentsa view ofthe community
as a dynamic mosaic of patches differingin
successional stages. This patch-mosaic-based
pattern-processview captures one ofthe most
fundamental characteristicsof a wide range
of ecological systems, and thus makes both
theoretical and methodological generalizations possible (Levin et al., 1993; Wiens et
al., 1993; Wu, 1994; Wu and Levin, 1994).
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IN ECOLOGI-

CAL SYSTEM S.

Causes and mechanisms can operate at a varietyof spatiotemporaland organizational scales, forming
differenthierarchies. Disturbances may be natural (e.g., fires,windthrows,storms) or anthropogenic
(e.g., introduction of exotic species, harvesting of biomass), and these can in turn be divided into
finercategories according to spatial and temporal scales. Biological interactionsinclude competition,
predation, selective herbivory, parasitism, commensalism, and allelopathy.

Watt's original concept was furtherdeveloped througha seriesofempiricaland theoretical studies: the intertidallandscape dynamic
model (Levin and Paine, 1974; Paine and
Levin, 1981), the patch mosaic community
concept (Whittakerand Levin, 1977; Steele,

1978), the "minimum dynamic area" concept
(Pickett and Thompson, 1978), the "nonequilibrium coexistence"hypothesis(Pickett,
1980), the "shiftingmosaic steady state" hypothesis (Bormann and Likens, 1979), the
"gap models" of forestsuccession (Botkin et
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al., 1972; Shugart, 1984), the mosaic-cycle
concept of ecosystems(Remmert, 1991), and
the spatial patch-based modeling approach
(Wu and Levin, 1994). As in Watt's original
work, most of the above studies have focused
on phenomena at the communityor ecosystem level.
The patch dynamics approach is complementaryto traditional approaches based on
organizational levels (e.g., the individual,
population, community, and ecosystem).
Such organization-level approaches, however, tend to obscure effectsof spatial and
temporal scales, because the organizational
units do not necessarily forma nested hierarchy (Allen and Hoekstra, 1990). A better
understanding of ecological and evolutionary processes is facilitatedby integratingthe
two kinds of approaches. In fact, the patch
dynamics perspective has been applied to
populations, communities, ecosystems, and
landscapes equally well, and has become a
dominant view in all these areas of ecology
(e.g., Pickettand White, 1985; Collins, 1989;
Taylor, 1990; Fisher, 1993; Levin et al., 1993;
Wu, 1994). For example, most populations
occur in patchy systemsin which individuals
are aggregated, or geographically isolated,
into groups or subpopulations. Studies of the
structureand dynamics of these patchy systemshave led to metapopulationtheory(Taylor, 1990; Gilpin and Hanski, 1991; Wu et
al., 1993; Hastings and Harrison, 1994). The
idea of patch dynamics is also central to the
theoryand applications of landscape ecology
(Forman and Godron, 1986; Wu, 1994;
Forman, 1995). While the meaning ofa patch
varies across scales and biological systems,
patch dynamics has been increasingly used
as a unifying concept in both marine and
terrestrialsystems (see Hutchinson, 1953;
Steele, 1978; Levin et al., 1993; Wu, 1994).
HIERARCHY

THEORY

Hierarchy theory was developed in the
frameworkof general systemstheory,mathematics,and philosophyin the 1960s and 1970s
(Pattee, 1973; O'Neill et al., 1986; McIntosh
1987). As a theory of complex systems, it
has been furtherdeveloped and applied to
overcome old constraintsto the progress in
ecology and biology (Allen and Starr, 1982;
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Salthe, 1985; O'Neill et al., 1986; O'Neill,
1995). Hierarchy theoryis related to the theory of dissipative structurein particular and
nonequilibrium thermodynamicsin general
(O'Neill etal., 1986; Wu, 199 1). The theoryof
dissipativestructureand thestratifiedstability
hypothesisprovide good theoreticalbases for
understanding hierarchical organization in
ecological systems. The dissipative structure
concept helps explain how ordered structures
emerge hierarchicallyin open systems,while
the stratifiedstabilityconcept provides a descriptionof how such structurespersist and
formbuilding blocks forhigherlevels oforganization. For example, theguildis more stable
and enduring than its component individual
species, and has the potential to serve as a
building block for the next higher level of
organization (O'Neill et al., 1986). Such a
hierarchicallyorganized system can be seen
as a systemin whichlevels correspondingwith
progressivelyslower behavior are at the top,
while those reflectingsuccessively fasterbehavior are lower in thehierarchy.Higher levels impose constraintson lower levels, and
thus can be expressed as constants. On the
otherhand, the dynamics of the lower levels
can be so fastthattheir signals are smoothed
out at higherlevels, and oftencan be treated
as averages.
A centraltenetof hierarchytheoryin ecology is that many complex systems have a
structurethatis "decomposable," so thatboth
the analysis and understandingof these systems can be enhanced by organizing their
numerouscomponentsintofewerdiscrete,interactiveunits, at levels based on differences
in process rates (O'Neill et al., 1986; Phillips,
1995). The methods for performingsuch a
decompositionmay vary (Overton, 1975a, b;
O'Neill, 1986), but they are by no means
arbitrary.Process rates (expressed by, forexample, cycle time, response time, or occurrencefrequency)are fundamentalcharacteristics of most systems,and thus may serve as a
common criterion for decomposing. Other
features, such as tangible boundaries and
structural components, also can be used.
From thetheory,discontinuitiesinhierarchies
for organizational, spatial, and temporal
scales (e.g., breaks in vegetationpattern,distribution of organism abundance, distribu-
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tion of animal body mass, frequencydomain
of disturbance) are expected to be a common
featureof ecological systems(O'Neill, 1988,
1995; Holling, 1992).
Althoughone does not need to invokehierarchytheoryto realize the importanceofscale
in studyingpatternand process in ecological
systems, hierarchical structure provides a
strong theoretical basis for explaining the
problem of scale and for developing approaches to it. In fact,one ofthe most significant contributionsthat hierarchytheoryhas
made up to thispoint has been to enhance the
awareness of scale and facilitateoperational
measures of scale across a wide range ofdisciplines (O'Neill, 1995). Recently, hierarchy
theory has emerged as a conceptual frameworkthatfostersnew approaches to ecological
studies, ranging frompopulation regulation
to landscape dynamics(e.g., Overton, 1975b;
Allen et al., 1984; Pickettet al., 1987, 1989;
Urban et al., 1987; Holling, 1992; O'Neill,
1995). While it seems thatthepatch dynamics
perspectivehas emerged withouta clear contributionfromor to hierarchytheory(but see
Kotliar and Wiens, 1990), we argue in the
rest of the paper that the integrationof the
two has led to whatmay be called an emerging
paradigm withnew insightsintothe complexity and stabilityof ecological systems.
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functionalunit. As stated earlier, the patch
is scale- and context-dependent.For a given
ecological system,patches at differentscales
can be viewed as forminga nested hierarchy
(Kotliar and Wiens 1990; Holling, 1992). An
importantreason for the existence of patch
hierarchiesis thatdisturbancesover different
spatiotemporal scales (from small to large,
short-term
to decades long) are common structuring forces for ecological systems(White,
1979; Paine and Levin, 1981; Pickett and
White, 1985; Urban et al., 1987; Delcourt
and Delcourt, 1988; Pickettet al., 1989).
Let us considersome examples. In a forest,
the death of canopy trees creates gaps where
thedispersalofseeds, emergenceofseedlings,
and subsequent differentiation
ofsuccessional
stagestake place (Bormann and Likens, 1979;
Runkle, 1982). Other disturbance agents
(e. g., windthrow,fires,and floods)may create
progressivelylarger patches. As a result, the
forestis a hierarchical mosaic systemof dynamic patches of differentsizes and successional stages. This patch mosaic concept is
essential to the gap dynamics theoryof forest
succession (Botkin et al., 1972; Shugart,
1984), and to themosaic-cycleconcept ofecosystems,in which patches are referredto as
"stones"(Remmert, 1991).
An intertidalcommunityis a hierarchical
mosaic system of wave-generated, sizeOF THE HIERARCHICAL
MAJOR ELEMENTS
varyingpatches of differentsuccessional age
PATCH DYNAMICS
PARADIGM
(Levin and Paine, 1974; Paine and Levin,
As suggestedearlier,the hierarchicalpatch 1981). Mounds created by burrowing anidynamics paradigm has emerged as a result mals and larger patches by other biotic and
of recentlinkage between the patch dynamics abiotic factors(e.g., competition,grazing,soil
perspectiveand hierarchytheorythatempha- and topographic heterogeneity such as
sizes multiple-scalepropertiesof patternand dune formation,as well as severe fires)form
process dynamics in ecological systems. In hierarchical systemsof patches in grasslands
this section, we discuss five major elements (Loucks et al., 1985; Coffinand Lauenroth,
1989; Wu and Levin, 1994). An aquatic ecoof this paradigm.
as nested,discontinuous systemalso may be viewed as a hierarchical
(1) Ecologicalsystems
hierarchies
ofpatchmosaics.Ecological systems patch mosaic system,withpatches being phycan be seen as hierarchicalsystemsofpatches toplanktonor zooplankton aggregates of difthat differin size, shape, and successional ferentsizes (Steele, 1978). At a broader scale,
stage at particularscales. In contrastto tradi- a landscape is a mosaic of ecosystempatches
tional approaches in which the individual or- or land-use types, each of which is in turn a
ganism, population, community, or ecosys- patch hierarchy when examined at a finer
tem is treated as the basic ecological unit of scale. Such a hierarchical patch mosaic perstudy, the emerging hierarchical patch dy- spectivehas been foundto be both intellectunamics paradigm takes a natural spatial unit, ally and practically effectivein the study of
the patch, as a fundamental structuraland spatiotemporal dynamics across a range of
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organizationallevels (Urban et al., 1987; Del- in more detail later) describes the composite
courtand Delcourt, 1988; Kotliar and Wiens, dynamicsofsubpopulationsand theirinterac1990; Wiens et al., 1993).
tionswithlarge-scaleprocesses(e. g., dispersal
Theoretically,the hierarchiesof ecological or migration). Similarly, the dynamics of a
organization (e.g., MacMahon et al., 1978; regionallandscape is composed ofthedynamWoodmansee, 1990) and system processes ics of its component ecosystemsand the exshouldleadto similarhierarchiesforstructural changesofenergyand materialsthroughtopopatterns, varying only on discrete scales in graphical,hydrologic,and otherphysicaland
space (O'Neill, 1995). This argumenthas been biological processes.
In a patch hierarchy,the interconnection
corroboratedby several recentstudies. In an
extensive analysis of empirical data on the between levels, through downward and upcross-scale structureand dynamics of both ward influences,decreases with the number
aquatic and terrestrial ecological systems, of interveninglevels. As a consequence, a
Holling (1992) concluded that"thelandscape betterunderstandingof the dynamics of ecois hierarchicallystructuredby a small number logical systemsusually is achieved by considof structuringprocesses into a small number eringa few(e. g., two) adjacent levels in addiof nested levels, each of which has its own tion to the focal level (O'Neill, 1988; O'Neill
physical texturesand temporal frequencies." et al., 1989). The focal level is the level at
He found that behavioral (e.g., behavioral whichthephenomenonor processunderstudy
decisions, or home range) and morphological characteristicallyoperates. The focallevel for
(e.g., body mass) attributesofanimals can be studiesofenergyflowand materialcycling,for
used to identifyhierarchicalstructureand to example, is frequentlytheecosystem,whereas
predict the effectsof changes in landscape the focal level for studying metapopulation
pattern on community structure. Kolasa
dynamicsis thelandscape. The terms"ecosys(1989) also was able to demonstratethehierar- tem" and "landscape," as used here, do not
chical structureof communitiesin which the imply any particular spatial extent, but are
distributionof organism abundance is dis- definedby theorganismsand processesunder
crete. Importantly,the existenceofhierarchi- consideration. The higher level provides a
cal structurewithinecological systemscan be contextand imposes top-downconstraintson
tested using various spatial pattern analysis the focal level, and the lower level provides
methods thathave been proven effectivein a mechanisms and imposes bottom-up conseries of recent studies (e.g., O'Neill et al., straints. The consequences and significance
1991; Turner et al., 1991; see also Thepattern- ofthe focallevel processes can only be underprocess-scale
perspective
section below forexam- stood at the next higher level, whereas the
ples).
mechanistic explanation as to how the focal
as a composite level processes operate must be sought at the
(2) Dynamicsofecological
systems
In hierarchicallystructured, next level down or, sometimes, at even finer
ofpatchdynamics.
patchy ecological systems,the phase change scales (O'Neill, 1988).
of individual patches at local scales and the
The
perspective.
(3) The pattern-process-scale
pattern change in patch mosaics at broader relationship between pattern and process is
scales togethergive rise to systemdynamics. centralto the patch dynamics perspective. A
Thus, the dynamics of ecological systemsare variety of processes can create, maintain,
composed of the dynamics and interactions modify,and destroypattern,and patterncan
of constituentpatches on differentscales; this either facilitateor constrain ecological prois an emergentpropertyin thatit is not simply cesses. Examples of ecological processes are
the sum of the individual patch dynamics. numerous: population growth,foraging,disThe dynamics of a forest,for example, can persal, succession, disturbances, soil formabe seen as a composite that emerges from tion, and nutrientcycling. These processes
individual gap dynamics(local processes) and are responsible forthe formationof patterns,
physical and biological interactionswith soil and fordeterminingthe dynamics of typesof
and drainage patterns (regional processes). patchiness(Fig. 1). On theotherhand, spatial
Metapopulation dynamics (to be discussed patchiness imposes structuralconstraintson
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ecological processes operatingat different
organizational levels. Thus, one should study
ecological processesin theircontextand search
forpatternsbased on underlyingprocesses.
Patternand processoperateon a wide range
of scales, and theircharacteristicsare clearly
associated with scale (Allen et al., 1984; Delcourtand Delcourt, 1988; Levin, 1992; Wessman, 1992; Fisher, 1993; Wu, 1994). Pattern,
be itspatial, temporalor functional,is inseparable fromscale in theoryand practice. The
choice of scale can behave like a blinder, a
filter,or a magnifier,dependingon theappropriatenessoftheobservationwindow size (Allen and Starr, 1982; O'Neill et al., 1986).
Thus, scale affectspatternto be observed, and
ought to be an integral part of search for
pattern. Several authors have shown thatdescriptorsof spatial pattern(e.g., autocorrelationmeasures, variance, contagion,and dominance) may change considerably with scale
(e. g., Turner et al., 1989; O'Neill et al., 1991;
Wuetal., 1994; Qi andWu, 1995). A number
of analyses using such methods have shown
"breaking points," that mark the boundaries
ofthe"domains ofscale" (Milne, 1988; Wiens,
1989; Wiens and Milne, 1989). For example,
although fractaldimension changes withspatial scale in general, it may remain constant
within certain ranges of scale where selfsimilarityexists. Similarly, spatial variance
can exhibit a staircase-like(or stepwise) pattern of change when obtained over a wide
range of scales (O'Neill et al., 1991; O'Neill,
1995). Because ofthe scale dependence ofthe
pattern being measured, results of pattern
analysis need to be presented with explicit
specificationof the scale at which the data
have been obtained. Moreover, patternanalysisovermultiplescales seems preferablewhenever feasible(Wiens, 1989; Wiens and Milne,
1989; Wu et al., 1994; Qi and Wu, 1995).
Ecological processes and environmental
controls also shiftwith scale along a patch
hierarchy. For example, leaf photosynthesis
is centralto the growthof an individual plant
and is primarilydeterminedby thephysiology
ofthe species and micrometeorologicalconditions,whereasbiogeochemical cyclingand climatic variables become dominant in controlling ecosystem productivityat the stand or
landscape levels. Species diversitymay be sig-
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nificantlyinfluencedby resource heterogeneityand biological interactions(e. g., competition and predation) at local scales, but it is
highlycorrelatedwithevaportranspirationat
regional and continental scales, suggesting
ratherdifferentcontrollingprocesses and environmentalfactors(see Wickham et al., 1995
fora review).
Importantly,thedomains ofscale or characteristic scales detected by pattern analysis
methods usually signifydifferentunderlying
processes. Several recentstudieshave demonstratedthat inferringprocesses frompattern
analysis across a range of scales is possible
(see O'Neill et al., 1991; Levin, 1992; O'Neill,
1995). One of the most importantaspects of
identifyingthe domains of scale throughdetectingspatial patternis to facilitatethetranslation or extrapolationof informationacross
scales. Although a functionalrepresentation
of an ecological relationshipmay be distorted
when translatedacross scales owingto "spatial
transmutation"(O'Neill, 1979; King et al.,
1991; Wu and Levin, 1994), linear or nearlinear extrapolationshouldbe expectedwithin
a given domain of scale over which similar
processes are functioning (Wiens, 1989;
Wiens and Milne, 1989).
The pattern-process-scale
perspectiveclearly
has moved to a position of prominence in
currentecological thought and in earth sciences in general (see di Castri and Hadley,
1988; DeBoer, 1992; Levin, 1992). Recent
studies have demonstratedthe usefulness of
this perspective in several fields, including
metapopulation dynamics (Gilpin and Hanski, 1991; Wiens et al., 1993; Wu and Levin,
1994), vegetation dynamics (Bormann and
Likens, 1979; Pickettet al., 1987), freshwater
ecology(Fisher, 1993; Grimm, 1993), ecosystem structure and functioning (Holling,
1992), landscape dynamics (Wiens and
Milne, 1989; Turner et al., 1993), soil science
(Burrough, 1983), and biogeomorphology
(DeBoer, 1992; Phillips, 1995).
As opposed
perspective.
(4) Thenonequilibrium
to the classical equilibrium viewpoint,a hierarchical patch dynamics paradigm permits
emphasis on nonequilibrium and stochastic
processes as elementsofwhat was known previously as ecological stability(or balance in
nature). In particular, ecological systemsat
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smallspatial scales can be treatedas exhibiting
continuous transient dynamics, that is, as
ephemeral systemswithno equilibrium properties. Equilibrium theories and models are
usually not valid at such small spatial scales
(DeAngelis and Waterhouse, 1987; Wu and
Levin, 1994). Abiotic and biotic disturbances
oftenintroduce the local transientdynamics
into ecological systems(Pickett and Thompson, 1978; Pickett, 1980; Paine and Levin,
1981; Loucks et al., 1985). Indeed, patch dynamics, in a narrow sense, has been used to
conveythe idea ofnonequilibrium conditions
or instability(e.g., Pickett and Thompson,
1978; Pickett and White, 1985). Ecological
systemsexhibitnonequilibriumdynamicsnot
only on small scales where stochasticitiesusually dominate, but also on very large scales
wherelong-termprocesses leading to geological, climatological and evolutionarychanges
come intoplay. Thus, scale clearlyaffectswhat
will be seen as nonequilibrium, transient,or
unstable dynamics.
Two fur(5) Incorporation
and metastability.
ther,but interrelatedcomponentsof the hierarchical patch dynamics paradigm are the
principleof incorporationand the concept of
metastability,both of which are related to
hierarchytheoryand nonequilibriumthermodynamics. As already noted, lower-levelprocesses are an integralpartofhigher-levelstructure and processes in a hierarchical system
(O'Neill et al., 1986; O'Neill, 1988). Because
ofthis,nonequilibriumpatch processes at one
level often translate to a quasi-equilibrium
state at a higher level. This homeorhetic,
quasi-equilibrium state has been termed
metastability(Naveh, 1987; O'Neill et al.,
1989). It illustratesthe conceptualization of
order out of apparently random fluctuation,
where nonequilibrium dynamics at one scale
can become the means of quasi-equilibrium
at a higher level (either spatially larger or
temporallylonger). For example, single treefalls induce local gap dynamics that create
nonequilibrium outcomes at the gap level;
however, gaps are incorporatedreadily as an
area-widemean processat a largerforeststand
level,leading to a"shiftingmosaic steadystate"
(Watt, 1947; Bormann and Likens, 1979). A
large blowdown cannot be incorporated in
foreststand dynamics,but it can be at a land-
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scape of larger scale (Urban et al., 1987). By
thesame token,wildfiresmay be incorporated
by a larger regional landscape. The decrease
in variation with increaslng spatial scale can
be used to demonstratequantitativelythisincorporationprinciple(e. g., Levin and Buttel,
1986; O'Neill et al., 1991; O'Neill, 1995).
The experimentaland theoreticalwork by
Levin and Paine (1974; and Paine and Levin,
1981) also illustratesthe principleof incorporation. Concerned withthe spatial and temporal patternsof a rockyintertidalsystem,they
found that the steady state dynamics at the
landscape level was composed oftransientdynamics at the patch level. Loucks (1970) presentedan example ofincorporationin thetime
domain through the "wave-formdynamics"
hypothesis. He found that, in the southern
Wisconsin forests,the long-termsteady state
was composed ofa seriesoftransientresponses
triggeredby randomperturbations(fires)with
intervalsof 30 to 200 years. Forest fireswere
viewed as destabilizingon a short-termscale,
but stabilizing on a long-term scale. Also,
Rahel (1990) found that some communities
(e.g., phytoplanktonassemblages) appear to
fluctuate at short time scales but are more
stable when viewed over a longer period of
time. In nutrientcycling,fluctuationsin nutrient supply are incorporated by temporal
mechanisms throughfunctionalcomponents
that take up, retain (over a wide range of
time-spans), and recyclenutrients(O'Neill et
al., 1986).
Both incorporation and metastabilityare
dependenton the typesof processes(e.g., disturbances) and theirspatiotemporalscales in
the systemunder consideration. Our ability
to understand and predict the dynamics of
ecological systems,however, will be greatly
enhanced by improvementsin the quantification of these concepts. Recently, Turner et
al. (1993) presentedan interestingmodel that
considers disturbance in terms of its relative
temporal and spatial scale, i.e., the ratio of
disturbanceintervalto recoverytime(T), and
the ratio of the extent of disturbance to the
size of the landscape (S). The modeled landscape was a square grid with 100 x 100 cells,
in which randomly distributed disturbance
with fixed T and S gave rise to a dynamic
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vegetation mosaic with eight seral stages.
Through a factorialsimulation experiment,
theauthorswere able to generatea"state-space
diagram" which theyused to define domains
oflandscape stability.Based on thesimulation
results,theyconcluded thatlandscape systems
could exhibit differentkinds of dynamics,
rangingfromequilibrium or steady statewith
littlefluctuation,to stable withlow, high and
very high variance, to unstable with bifurcation or even crash characteristics.Turner et
al. (1993) has demonstrateda way to quantify
the concepts of incorporationand metastabilityby focusingon the relative scale of disturbance in time and in space. Using such a
modeling approach, otherswill be able to examine whethera specificdisturbance can be
incorporatedby a givenlandscape, or whether
a landscape is stable, givenone or more disturbances operating on some known spatial and
temporal scale. Several patch dynamics modeling approaches to be discussed in the next
section also serve as quantitative approaches
forinsightsinto these elementsof the hierarchical patch dynamics paradigm.
PATCH

DYNAMICS

MODELING
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Several typesofpatchdynamicmodels have
been developed. They include island biogeographicmodels, patch-occupancymodels, diffusion-reactionpatch models, neighborhood
models, quasi-spatial patch demographic
models, raster-based (or grid-based) spatial
patch models, and vector-based (or patchbased) patch models. These modeling approaches have been developed and used, with
various mathematical roots, in areas such as
population ecology, metapopulation dynamics, communityecology, biogeography, and
landscape ecology. The theoryofisland biogeography(MacArthur and Wilson, 1967; Wu
and Vankat, 1991, 1995) provided probably
the firstformalstructureto relate spatial pattern to ecological processes. Although an assumptionof equilibrium is centralto the theory, the idea thatthe dynamics ofpatches are
determinedby processes withspatial variability has inspired other models dealing with
patchy environments. Indeed, the heuristic
value and influenceofthetheorycan be found
in many patch models, frompopulation dynamics to landscape ecology (e.g., Levin,
1976,1978; DeAngelisetal., 1979;Gilpinand
Hanski, 1991; Wu, 1994; Wu and Vankat,
1991, 1995).
Patch-occupancy models usually assume a
large number of fairlysimilar patches in the
systemunder study, and state variables are
usually the proportions of patches occupied
and unoccupied by populations or by different
species. This approach was introduced by
Levins (1969), and representsone of the first
dealing with spatial patchiness. It has been
used widelyto studysingle-speciespopulation
dynamicsas wellas multi-speciesinteractions,
and has formeda cornerstoneformetapopulation theory (see Gilpin and Hanski, 1991;
Hastings and Harrison, 1994 for recent reviews).
Another frequently used mathematical
frameworkforpatch dynamics modeling is of
the form

It is evident fromthe previous sectionsthat
recentstudies are showing increasing sophistication in two aspects of the balance of nature: the ideas of equilibrium, and stability
or instability.We have seen the assumption
ofequilibrium relaxed or abandoned, and the
hierarchical context has become more explicit. Modeling, as a formalized expression
ofwhathas hithertobeen descriptiveand conceptual, can be an indispensable means for
expressingpatch dynamicshierarchicallyand
making descriptionan operational reality.In
particular,recentdevelopmentsin hierarchical patchdynamicsmodelingholdtheprospect
oflinkingpatternand process formally,relating local dynamicsto largerscale phenomena,
and integratinginformationacross levels in
ecological systems (e. g., Reynolds et al.,
dY,11A(8,8
1993; Vasconcelos et al., 1993; Wiens et al.,
d
uf11(y uxu)
1993; Wu and Levin, 1994). Such formalizadt
tion, however, still presents both ecological
+ (net exchange withother patches)
and mathematicalchallenges. In thissection,
+ (net exchange withmatrix),
(1)
we discuss the modeling approaches that
could serve as points of departure.
where yu is the vector (Y1, Y , . . ., Y,8) of
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state variables for a given patch u, Xu is the
vector (XI, X2u, . . ., Xu8) of parameters accounting for the same patch, and fu is the
specificfunctionalrelationship(Levin, 1976).
The degree of detail incorporated in specific
models may vary greatly, and these models
generally may be categorized as diffusionreactionmodels (e.g., DeAngelis et al., 1979;
Okubo, 1980; Wiens et al., 1993; Wu et
al., 1993).
While diffusion-reaction
models have been
applied mainly to animal populations, neighborhood models have been developed to study
plant growthand population dynamics (e.g.,
Pacala and Silander, 1985; Wu et al., 1985).
Neighborhood models are based on the assumptionsofsessilityofplants,localized interactions among individuals, and resourceplant growthrelationships. A neighborhood
is usually defined as a circular area centered
on a focal individual plant, where otherindividuals are encounteredand competeforspace
and resources. New insightsinto interactions
among resource heterogeneity,species competition, and the structureand dynamics of
plant populations and communities can be
gained by integratingmodels of thissortwith
field experiments. Neighborhood models
seem to be effectiveand accurate in studying
plant-plant interactions at relatively small
scales (e.g., local communities or smaller),
but applying such approaches at very large
scales (e.g., regional landscapes or larger) is
ratherdifficult,ifpossible at all, withoutsignificant simplification in model structure.
Also, the conceptualizationsinvolved in these
modeling approaches make their application
to most animal populations very difficult.
Levin and Paine (1974; Paine and Levin,
1981) firstformulateda patch demographic
model to predict the distributionpattern of
an age- and size-structuredpatch population
in an intertidallandscape. The approach, a
nonequilibrium island biogeographic construct,differsimportantlyfromthe diffusionreaction approach. The Levin-Paine patch
demographic model considered the distributionsofthe age and size ofpatches in the form

dp + dp + a(gp) = -(t,a,)p
a

a

ap)

(2)
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where p(t,a, ) is theprobabilitydensityfunction describing the frequencydistributionof
patches of age a and size . at time t, p(t,a,4)
is the mean extinctionrate of patches of age
a and size 4 at timet(due to intrapatchsuccession), and g(t,a, ) is the mean growthrate of
patches of age a and size . at time t (due to
patchshrinkageor expansion). Therefore,the
number of patches with size between 4j and
42 and age between a1 and a2 at any point in
time can be obtained by integrating(Levin
and Paine, 1974),
=

Np(t,kkXIaa2)

Xa2

2

p(t,a, )deda.

(3)

Population density or other biological variables ofinterestmay be coupled withthepatch
demographic model in the followinggeneral
form(Levin, 1976):
n,(t)

A(t) - NoNo0p(t,a, )dad|}(pAt)

=
At)

+

~Jo
Jop(t,af,)qPJ(t,a,4)dad4}

(4)

where -nj(t) is the overall population density
forspeciesj over thelandscape, p(t,a, ) is the
probabilitydensityfunctionthatdescribesthe
frequency distributionof patches of type a
and size . at timet,(PJ
(t,a, 4) is thepopulation
density of species j within a patch of type a
and size . at time t, qDO(t)is the population
density of the same species in the nonpatch
area, and A(t) is thetotalarea ofconsideration
at time t.
The patch demographic formulationalso
was successfullyapplied to modeling forest
gap dynamics (Runkle, 1982). Clark (1991)
and Kohyama (1993) developed quasi-spatial
patch models to couple disturbancepatch demography with tree species population dynamics and net primaryproductivityon shifting mosaic landscapes.
All these patch dynamic modeling approaches have been useful,on eithera theoretical or an empirical basis, in dealing withthe
effectsof spatial patchiness and scale on the
observable structureand dynamicsofecological systems.Stilllacking,however,is a mathematical framework incorporating the complexity from spatiotemporal heterogeneity
and the hierarchical structureof more than
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with the probtwo levels. To deal effectively
lems ofspatial and temporalpatchiness,scale,
and hierarchical structure,spatially explicit
simulation modeling seems to be almost the
only approach available. A group of quasispatial patch dynamicsimulationmodels (gap
models) has been used for some applications
(see Shugart, 1984 for a review). More recently,other gap models have been adapted
in spatially explicit terms for forests(e.g.,
Smith and Urban, 1988; Wissel, 1991) and
grasslandecosystems(e. g., Coffinand Lauenroth, 1989). These models take a grid-based
approach in which patches are considered as
single gridcells or aggregatesof multiplecells
withina regularlydivided grid. The potential
exists forspatial and scale effectsand hierarchical structureto be incorporated. This approach has advantages, and is effectivein
modeling certain ecological processes, but it
may be inadequate and impractical in cases
where overlapping among patches seriously
affects the dynamics of the system under
study.
Recently, Wu and Levin (1994) developed
a spatially explicit patch-based model of the
dynamicsofpatternand processin a grassland
system.It treatspatches as individual objects
changing in shape, size, age, and composition, and accounts explicitly for overlaps
among patches. The model has twomain modules: a spatially explicit patch demographic
module and a spatially explicit, patch-based
population dynamicmodule. The parallel formulationofthepatchpopulationmodel and an
embedded species population model enables
scrutinyof the dynamics and spatial patterns
of both patches and plant populations. The
formulation also makes the modeling approach suitable forstudyinga range of problems, such as population dynamics in a fragmented environment where patches are
habitats,or plant-parasiteand plant-insectinteractions where patches are individual
plants. Although the current version of the
model (PatchMod) considersonlytwo hierarchical levels explicitly,the approach readily
allows addition of more processes at other
hierarchical levels. Because the spatial and
temporaldynamics ofheterogeneous systems
with complex hierarchical propertiescan be
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modeled in spatially explicit simulation approaches (raster-based and vector-based),
thesehold much potentialfordeveloping and
testing the emerging hierarchical patch dynamics paradigm.
Other modeling methodologies and techniques may enhance the developmentofhierarchicalpatch dynamicmodels. For example,
a hierarchicalmodelingapproach, the"FLEX
paradigm" developed by Overton (1975b),
and successfullyapplied to forestand lotic
ecosystems (Overton, 1975b; McIntire and
Colby, 1978), willfindgreateruse as thehierarchical patch dynamics paradigm develops.
Recently, several differentstrategies have
been proposed forextrapolatinginformation
across hierarchicallevels and domains ofscale
(e.g., Iwasa et al., 1987, 1989; King, 1991;
Rastetteret al., 1992; Reynolds et al., 1993).
In particular,Reynolds et al. (1993) proposed
hierarchicalscheme that
a "three-level-chain"
appears to be highly sensible for modeling
complex systemsover broad scales. With this
approach, a series ofmodels is built along the
organizational hierarchyand across a range
of scales where ecological processes and their
controlsoperate. Each model is a three-level
constructin thatitis built around a focallevel,
with the constraintsfromthe adjacent upper
level and mechanistic informationfrom the
next lower level being considered. Upscale
extrapolationis done by takingoutputs from
one model as inputs into another at the next
higherlevel.
A recentbreakthroughin computersimulation, which has significantimplications for
hierarchical patch dynamic modeling, is the
developmentofobject-orientedprogramming
(OOP). The OOP approach is "a method of
implementationin which programs are organized as cooperative collections of objects,
each of which representsan instance of some
class, and whose classes are all members of
a hierarchyof classes united via inheritance
relationships"(Booch, 1991). Such a method
has inherentadvantages formodeling spatial
and temporal processes simultaneously on
multiplescales. Recent ecological applications
seem to suggestthatthishierarchical,modular
simulationapproach may have much to offer
for advancing hierarchical patch dynamics
modeling (e.g., Vasconcelos et al., 1993).
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Given thatnonequilibriumpatchdynamics
can be a common phenomenon at a range of
scales, how do ecological systemsmanage to
persistin the presence of destabilizingforces?
Since theequilibrium and stabilityviewpoints
are not able to provide fullexplanations for
ecological persistence,what does the hierarchical patchdynamicsparadigm have to offer?
Beforewe can address the above questions
itwillbe necessaryto exploremore
effectively,
fullythemechanismsavailable forintegrating
and stabilizing ecological systems. Wiens
(1984) has asserted that ecological systems
existalong a spectrumfromstableequilibrium
(controlledprimarilyby self-regulating
biotic
forcessuch as population regulation) to nonequilibrium systems(dominated by stochasticity).DeAngelis and Waterhouse (1987) extended the spectrumto include two types of
potentiallydestabilizing forces in ecological
systems: biological instability caused by
strong.nonlinear biological feedbacks and
time-lags,and stochasticinstabilitycaused by
demographic haphazardness and environmental fluctuations (Fig. 2). Accordingly,
theydistinguishedthreegeneral categoriesof
ecological communities:(1) "astably
interactive
communities"thatare dominated by negative
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feedbacks and have one or more apparent
stable equilibria, (2) "unstably interactive
communities"thatmay be dominated by positive feedbacksand have one or more unstable
equilibria, and (3) "weakly interactivecommunities" that are dominated by stochastic
fluctuationsand have no equilibrium(Fig. 2).
A system,be it a patch ecosystemor a patch
mosaic, can exhibitnonequilibriumdynamics
when strongbiotic interactionsresult in the
dominance ofdestabilizingpositivefeedbacks
over stabilizingnegative feedbacks, or when
negative biological feedbacks are overwhelmed by stochasticity.Althoughthisclassificationobviously is focused at the communitylevel, it also can be applied to otherlevels
ofecological systemsor patch mosaics at various spatiotemporalscales.
The descriptionby DeAngelis and Waterhouse (1987) as to types of instabilityis supportedby boththeoreticaland empiricalstudies. For example, a wide range offluctuations,
and even chaotic dynamics, can be produced
when strong biotic interactions (nonlinear
feedbacks) are introduced into simple deterministicmodels such as first-order
difference
equations of the logistic or Lotka-Volterra
type(May, 1975, 1986). Empirical studiesas
well, although scarce, appear to support the
idea ofbiotic instabilityin certainpopulation
and epidemiological systems (Schaffer and
Kot, 1985; Sugihara and May, 1990; Tilman
and Wedin, 1991). In practice, it is difficult
to distinguishbetween biotic instabilityand
stochasticfluctuationsbecause remarkably,
thesystem-levelconsequences oftheextremes
of density-dependenceand density-independence seem much alike (see May, 1986). New
techniquesare being developed to address this
problem(Sugiharaand May, 1990), however.
The destabilizingeffectsof demographic and
environmental stochasticitieson ecological
systems,fromthepopulation to the ecosystem
level,have all been documentedin bothempirical and theoreticalstudies (e.g., May, 1986;
Soule, 1987).
How do ecological systemscope withinstabilitiesand persist?Expanding on the workof
DeAngelis and Waterhouse (1987) and others
(e.g., den Boer, 1968; Loucks, 1970; O'Neill
et al., 1986; Levin, 1992; Wu and Levin,
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1994), the followingsections explore several due to strongnegative feedbackeffectsat low
theoreticalstabilizingmechanisms that could levels in the hierarchical linkages. In other
existin ecological systemsand thatare consis- words,theprobabilityofextinctionforecologtentwiththehierarchicalpatch dynamicspar- ical systemsthat fluctuatedramatically due
adigm.
to unpredictableforcesmay be reduced signif(1) Spatial incorporation
oflocalizedbioticfeed- icantlythroughcertainmechanismsinvolving
back instability
(mechanism A in DeAngelis adaptation and life historycharacteristicsof
and Waterhouse, 1987). When an ecological organismsin thesesystems.Such phenomena
systemis composed of patches that are only include transientdynamic populations living
weaklyor occasionally coupled, spatial quasi- in a communitywitha smallnumber ofsecure
isolation and asynchronous dynamics of habitat patches, or populations whose rates
patches may achieve system-levelmetastabil- ofreproductionincrease at low densities(e. g.,
ity by dissipating biotic feedback instability Connell and Sousa, 1983; Connell et al.,
at theindividual patchlevel. This is essentially 1984).
a result of the interplay between biological
(4) Spatial incorporation
ofstochastic
instability
processes and spatial patchiness at multiple (mechanism D in DeAngelis and Waterscales. A few theoreticalinvestigationsbased house, 1987). Asynchronous environmental
on host-parasitoidand predator-preymodels disturbances also can serve as a mechanism
have shown that spatial subdivision and mi- for the persistence of stochastically detergration do not seem to improve systemper- mined patches that are spatially isolated
sistence in the absence of density-dependent withina systeminteractingat a higherhierarcoupling (see Reeve, 1988). Apparently, chicallevel. In thiscase, thedisturbancesoperasynchronyamong component patches could ate at spatial scales smaller than those of the
damp system-levelfluctuationsjustforstatisti- ecological system under consideration. For
cal reasons. Conceptually, this mechanism example, locally unstable populations may
resembles somewhat the concept of "the persist at a community or landscape level
spreadingofrisk"(see below), but itstillawaits because of frequentcolonization fromdisturevaluation against empirical data.
bance-freepatches (e.g., Levin, 1974; Rundisturbance
controlof biotic kle, 1982; Wu and Levin, 1994). This phe(2) Environmental
feedback
instability
(mechanism B in DeAngelis nomenon has been termed "the spreading of
and Waterhouse, 1987). Stochastic environ- risk"(den Boer, 1968). The outcome observed
mental disturbancesmay preventbiotic feed- can be thought of as an interplay between
back instabilitiesfromeliminatingecological spatial patchiness and hierarchical structure
systems,thus resultingin system-levelmeta- of ecological systems.
(5) Absorption
of ecologicalinstability
through
stability(Loucks, 1970; Bormann and Likens,
1979; Pickett, 1980). Frequent disturbances heterogeneity.
Heterogeneityhere refersto recan keep biotically unstable populations dundancy in systemfunctionsand in the patwithinsome bounds, and may effectively
pre- tern by which they are distributed(O'Neill
vent species exclusions resultingfromintense and Reichle, 1980) as well as habitat diversity. Spatial patchiness in both physical and
competition or prey overexploitation (e.g.,
Hutchinson, 1961; Huston, 1979; Chesson, biological environmentsalso may provide a
1981; Wu and Levin, 1994). The environ- mechanism for persistenceof ecological sysmental disturbance control mechanism in tems (see Steele, 1978; Levin et al., 1993).
ecological systemsalso has been discussed pre- Numerous studies of species-area relationviously in terms of the regeneration niche ships have shown that habitat diversityusuallycontributesto species diversityand persis(Grubb, 1977).
control
insta- tence (e.g., Williams, 1964; Boecklen, 1986).
(3) Bioticcompensatory
ofstochastic
bility(mechanism C in DeAngelis and Water- Spatially heterogeneous biotic factors, such
house, 1987). Biotic compensatoryforcesmay as predation rate, may also permitspecies in
prevent what appear as stochasticallydomi- directcompetitionto coexistin the same comnated ecological systems from disappearing munity even with uniformlydistributedre-
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sources (Levin, 1976). Redundancy in function and patterncould be viewed as essential
to the persistence of ecological systems because they both minimize the probabilityof
a completeloss in performanceofcriticalfunctions (O'Neill and Reichle, 1980).
The above analysis of stabilizing mechanisms provides a basis for understanding
ecological metastability,possibly the closest
technical equivalent to "balance of nature."
Differentcombinationsoftwoor more ofthese
mechanismscan be expectedto operate in real
ecological systemsat different
spatial, temporal and organizational scales. From the previous discussion, we can see that stabilizing
and destabilizingfactorscan interactand may
even convert to one another. Quantitative
expressionsformany of the mechanisms discussed above are still only in a preliminary
stageand need furtherfieldtesting.A comprehensive perspective is also clearly needed to
perceive how the differentmechanisms operate in nature. The most importantcontributionfromthehierarchicalpatchdynamicsparadigm toward understanding ecological
stability(or instability)probably lies in the
frameworkit provides for studyinghow spatiotemporalheterogeneity,scale, and hierarchical organization influence the structure
and dynamics of ecological systems. The
"rulesofthegame" forecological systemstabilitycan change drasticallyacross scales oftime,
space, and organization. Thus, the predictabilityof ecological systemsalso may depend
on scale, as well as the nature of the pattern
and processes under consideration.
DISCUSSION

AND CONCLUSIONS

We have seen that the balance of nature
conceptimplieda constant(and perhapsdesirable) equilibrium and staticstabilitythatwas
later to characterizethe classical equilibrium
paradigm in ecology. The idea of "balance"
has had a cultural and religious connotation
ratherthan a strictscientificfoundation,and
even itsheuristicrole may be misleading. The
concepts of point equilibrium, static stability
and homeostasis also are misleading forgeneral use in ecology. Theories are needed that
take into account the effectsof temporal and
spatial scale and heterogeneityon ecological
processes. Equilibrium models in ecology, al-
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though oftenechoing the balance of nature,
have roots in mathematics and physics and
are testablein principle. However, the classic
equilibrium theoryrestson models of logistic
and Lotka-Volterra types that generally neglect spatial patchiness (Caswell and Etter,
1993); it oftenfails to explain the dynamics
or stabilityof ecological systems.
A fundamentalflawin the classical equilibriumview lies in itsinability,in most applications,to incorporatespatial heterogeneityand
multiplicityin scale when an apparent stability
of ecological systemsis observed. With equilibrium redefined as some bounded range,
and with ecological systems placed in their
hierarchical context, equilibrium theories
may remain usefulfordescribingpersistence
or metastabilityof ecological systems. However, the spatial, temporaland organizational
scales need to be explicitlylinked, as models
based on small-scale processes are incorporated at larger scales withappropriatecriteria
and parametersforthosescales (O'Neill, 1988;
Wu and Levin, 1994; Phillips, 1995). When
large-scale perturbationssuch as habitatfragmentation and global climatic changes are
considered, one appreciates more clearly the
need to understand what potential equilibrium patternsmay be observed over verylong
time-spans and at large spatial scales.
With new developments in the fields of
metapopulation dynamics, landscape ecology,conservationbiology,and global change,
the hierarchical patch dynamics paradigm
may be seen as a way ofunifyingequilibrium
and nonequilibrium perspectivesacross multiple scales of space and time. The shiftin
perspectiveis evidenced in thetransitionfrom
concern with equilibrium, homogeneity,determinism,and local or single-levelphenomena, to nonequilibrium, heterogeneity,stochasticity, and hierarchical properties of
ecological systems.The major elementsofthe
emerging hierarchical patch dynamics paradigm include conceptualizing ecological systems as nested hierarchies of patch mosaics,
viewingthe dynamics as the outcome ofcomposite patch dynamics, the pattern-processscale perspective, the nonequilibrium perspective, the principle of incorporation,and
the idea of metastability.Modeling of patch
dynamics is crucial to relating pattern and
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process, and in scaling and understanding
stabilityin ecological dynamicswhen studied
across hierarchical levels. The quantitative
approaches now available or under development forpatch dynamics offerthe prospectof
explicit consideration of "emergent properties"when applied to hierarchicallylinked systems. Hierarchical patch dynamicsrepresents
an approach that links otherwise disparate
phenomena, and helps to formalize testable
new hypothesesand theories.
Nature is not in constant balance, and
patchiness is ubiquitous. The metastability
suggestedby hierarchicalpatch dynamicsdiffers theoreticallyand structurallyfrom the
staticstabilityimplied by both the balance of
nature and the classical equilibrium paradigm. Ecological stabilityis scale-dependent.
Metastabilityis dependent on the presence of
and interactionamong spatial, temporal and
organizational scales. Metastabilityor persistence for many ecological systemsis usually
found at the meta-scale, in contrast to the
transient dynamics that have been used to
characterized local and large scale phenomena. Harmony is embedded in the patterns
of fluctuation,and ecological persistence is
"order withindisorder."
The hierarchicalpatch dynamicsparadigm
representsa robusttheoreticalframeworkfor
coupling pattern with process at different
scales,and forfacilitating,
operationally,a unification of conceptsand approaches among different types of ecological systems (Steele,
1985; Levin et al., 1993; Wu, 1994). For
example, metapopulation theory,landscape
ecology and conservationbiology all attempt
to deal with biological entitiesand processes
functioning within patchy environments.
Studies of the dynamics of subpopulations,
the interactionsamong landscape elements,
and the analysis of population viability or
species persistence should take into account
factorsand processes operatingat thesedifferent scales (Noss, 1990; Wiens et al., 1993;
Wu, 1994). A hierarchical patch dynamics
perspective can serve as a common ground
on whichthe threecan be united (Wu, 1994).
The emergingparadigm also holds practical
implicationsforapplied ecology. Hierarchical
patch dynamics emphasizes, rather than
avoids, theimportanceofdisturbances,heter-
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ogeneity, and multiple spatiotemporalscales
in managing or conservingecological systems.
Consider, forexample, that observed differences in process rates suggestthatsmall-scale
events induce dynamic responses, usually at
a high frequency,while at large scales these
dynamics are at a low frequency.As a result,
small ecological systemsare generallysubject
to higherrisksofextinctionfromeitherbiotic
feedbacks or stochastic instabilitiesthan are
large systems. By explicitlyrecognizing the
importance of pattern-process interactions
and scale, the hierarchical patch dynamics
paradigm also helps to link biological processes with their context, e.g., to maintain
ecosystem processes and landscape structure
while conserving species.
A furtherimplicationlies in improvingour
means of understandingchange and dealing
with that change when necessary. Although
the environmentalismof the 1960s and 1970s
maynothave generatedsolutionstoproblems,
perhaps partially because of a belief in the
balance ofnature, failureto understandnaturally and anthropogenicallyinduced disturbances can lead to destructive, unintended
ecological consequences (Botkin, 1990; Pickett et al., 1992; Wu, 1992). Almost 70 years
ago, Aldo Leopold (1927) pointed out that
"the balance of nature in any strictsense has
been upset long ago.... The only option we
have is to create a new balance objectively
determinedforeach area in accordance with
the intended use of that area." By taking a
positive approach, by improvingour understandingofhow natureworks,and managing
it accordingly,we are more likelyto sustain
a livable environment,and achieve harmony
between humanity and nature.
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